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1. SupporterS will only be allowed to gain entry 
into the Stadium if the following are met:

+ a valid ticket, season ticket or other form of valid entrance is produced
+ agrees to the request for proof or identity from the organizer 
+ alcohol and drugs are strictly not permitted, or if anyone is under the 

influence of intoxication
+ does not have alcoholic drinks, drugs, or any other item which are 

not allowed into the sports event, and any other item which may 
be a threat to the safety of others, possession of which will lead to 
the organizer banning the supporter from the stadium

+ does not have with them any banner or sign, which could incite 
 hatred, or any flag or emblem which is prohibited by law
+ is not under any ban or prohibited from entering the stadium
+ allows for clothes and bags to be checked
+ acknowledges that during the course of the sporting event, both 

sound and video of that person will be recorded
+ acknowledges that during the course of the sporting event, the 

orga nizers will comply with the stadium regulations and will 
conti nuously check this is being adhered to. 

2.  follow the inStructionS

 the supporter(s) can only gain entry into the ground; at the 
turnstile where the ticket is exclusively marked, or from where you 
can reach the sector/block that is indicated on the ticket. 

3.  leaving the Stadium

 the supporter can only leave the stadium from the entry point 
indicated on the ticket.

4. you will be proSecuted

 those supporters who either enter restricted areas or throw 
 objects from the stands will be prosecuted.
 

5.  inSpection

 the organizers will be responsible for checking both the clothing 
and bags of supporters, which will be carried out by police and/or 
stewards.

6.  forbidden areaS

 Standing in the escape routes within the stadium, (corridors, 
entrances, stairs, exits, entrance point) will be strictly prohibited. 
furthermore climbing up onto any objects is also not allowed. 

7. the SupporterS at the SportS event: 

+ Will be obliged to comply with the stadium regulations, which 
have been laid down by the organizers

+ they will not be allowed to consume alcoholic drinks within the 
facilities

+ they will not be allowed to behave in such a way that may affect 
the sporting event, or in dangers the event, and those participating 
in the sporting event itself, as well as the security staff

+ incitement of racist or hatred behaviour will not be tolerated
+ smoking regulations must be complied with
+ Covering your face in any way that may lead to video footage or 

photos not being able to recognise a person is prohibited.

8. in the event that SupporterS do not comply 
with Stadium regulationS: 

+ if offending behaviour does not stop, despite the requests of the or-
ganizers, they will be removed from the event.

9. in order to proceed with Safe Sporting 
eventS, the organizerS:

+ prohibited items are listed below, entitled to the sporting event 
venues, at the points of entry, public sports venues and in the 

 designated parking areas 
+ allowing for the identification of individual participants to be monitored 

by camera, with the images recorded and handled as described in the 
legislation.

9. police rightS

 police may hold back certain groups of spectators in the interests 
of safety at the sports facilities when the crowds are disbursed.

STADIUM REGULATIONS  
sóstói stadion

thank you for keeping to the rules and helping make football more successful!

Enjoy the match! Videoton FC
thank you to the Hungarian Football Federation safety committee for their help!

attention
the following itemS are Strictly not allowed to be brought into the Stadium !

Knives umbrella spray screwdriver glass bottles Plastic bottles Fireworks
Crackers

Weapons


